Simple Interact
Seamless patient experience through a fully automated
patient relationship solution
#ProductEngineering #Grails

Summary
Simple Interact engaged TO THE NEW to build a highly scalable, intuitive and HIPAA compliant web and tablet
application to streamline the backend process and improve patients’ experience.

Highlights

The Client
Simple Interact is an innovative healthcare product company based
in the US. It provides an innovative, cloud-based, HIPAA compliant
patient relationship management (PRM) solution that builds mutually
beneficial relationships between healthcare providers and patients.

The Goal
The company engaged TO THE NEW to develop a HIPAA-compliant

Developed a fully automated
patient relationship solution
A single platform with
intuitive dashboard to access
reports and appointments

patient relationship management (PRM) solution that connects
healthcare providers with their patients. The purpose of this application
is to reduce paperwork by digitizing self-assessment and feedback
forms and make it available (offline) for patients to fix appointments

Cost-effective solution that
improves process efficiency
and saves time

conveniently within minutes. The application was also needed for
patients to easily book and reschedule appointments reducing patient
no-shows and saving staff time in confirming appointments with
medical practitioners.

Key Approach & Features
End-to-end development of web and mobile application and
management of ongoing developments and feature enhancements
Built a single application for medical practitioners, clinics,
hospitals to provide effective medical treatments and build loyal
relationships
Cost-effective solution that saves staff time and improves patient
flow
Enables the providers to run multiple marketing campaigns and
track effectiveness
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Technical Excellence
Developed a robust backend of the application using Grails framework and Groovy language
Built well structured and user-friendly front-end application on AngularJS to provide a seamless user experience
Used Jenkins for Continous Integration to ensure the build is deployed only when it passes all tests
Used Twitter Bootstrap to built a highly intuitive and responsive application
Installed RabbitMQ to asynchronously manage various tasks aligned to different activities such as send reminder
mails to patients, track all self-assessment forms etc.
Used MongoDB as databases to collect all information of patients, clinical tests performed, reports etc.
Used Spock to write unit test case in Grails
Followed Agile approach for application development and used JIRA for project management
Used Memcached for session management across multiple application servers under autoscaling
Hosted PRM solution on AWS cloud for high-availability and ensure fast auto-scaling in realt-time to manage
high traffic on the application
Managed all project infrastructure requirements and provided 24X7 support to keep services up and running
Used New Relic to diagnose and fix performance issues of the application in real-time
Used Mirth Connect, a HL7 interface engine to easily connect to third-party applications and seamlessly exchange
critical information
Integrated Google Analytics to track progress on marketing campaigns and Google Charts to visually display
the number of interactions, patients flow, patients’ feedback etc.
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Testimonials
Ravi Kalidindi
Founder, Simple Interact
“We have been working together for 10 months now. We have been live for a few months, have paying customers
and a fantastic and well-designed product that performs well and is secure and easy to use. So, I highly recommend
TO THE NEW if you are looking for a very capable technology partner.”

Know more about our Product Engineering offerings
www.tothenew.com
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